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HISTORIC WATERS  
AND CONTEMPORARY  

LAW OF THE SEA



“Historic rigts” 

“Historic title” (territorial sovereignty): 
         “Historic waters”
         “Historic bay” 





HISTORIC WATERS, INCLUDING HISTORIC BAYS

“several controversial problems”
“obscurity”

“lack of precision”

“agreement far from complete”

“a definition of historic waters’ is   

not possible”

Juridical régime of historic waters, including historic 

bays – Study prepared by the Secretariat 
(UN doc. A/CN.4/143) 

“legal vacuum” 
“rather contradictory” “obscure”

“hardly understandable” 

“uncertainty and confusion”

”one of the most mysterious aspects in the 

present international law of the sea”
“theoretical conundrum”

“evasive nature of two subsequent treaties 

of codification”

(various authors)



Et sane ut occuparetur totus Oceanus, nemo, existimare potest non esse 
difficillimum, si tame occuparetur, ut fretum aut sinus, ut totus Orbis veteribus 
occupari a Principibus dictus est, aeque etiam in dominium occupantis posset 
transire. 

SELDEN, Mare clausum seu de dominio maris libri duo, 1635

Non de mari interiore hic agimus, quod terris unique infusum alicubi etiam fluminis 

latitudinem non excedit ... In hoc autem oceano non de sinu, aut freto, nec de omni 
quidem eo, quod e littore conspici potest, controversia est.

ANONYMOUS (but GROTIUS), Mare liberum sive de jure, quod batavis competit ad 

Indicana commercia dissertatio, 1609

tout ce que nous avons dit des parties de la mer voisines des côtes, se dit plus 

particulièrement & à plus forte raison, des rades, des bayes & des détroits, comme 
plus capables encore d’être occupés, & plus importants à la sûreté du pays. 
VATTEL, Les droit des gens, ou principes de la loi naturelle, appliqué à la conduite & 

aux affaires des nations & des souverains, 1758



FERDINANDO GALIANI (1782) found it reasonable to 
establish a fixed distance of 3 n.m. from the coast, 
corresponding to the maximum cannot-shot range, 
and enclose bays by drawing a straight line from 
head to head. 



“OLD” THEORY OF HISTORIC WATERS
Historic waters were invoked to determine the seaward extent of the 

marine territory of the coastal State
 (there were no rules on baselines) 

“NEW” THEORY HISTORIC WATERS 

Historic waters are invoked to determine the internal limit of what had 

become the “territorial sea” 
(attempt to influence the placing of the baseline) 

AIM: TO CHALLENGE THE RULES FOR THE CLOSING OF JURIDICAL BAYS 





“… no nation had jurisdiction over any bay, gulf, or other 

arm of the sea extending into its territory exceeding 
twice the range of cannon-shot, which, between the 
United States and Great Britain, was identified with 3 
marine miles, except by force of an affirmative 
international assertion by that nation of jurisdiction 
over any particular body of water based upon the 
existence and avertment of facts constituting good 
reason for allowing the claim in that particular case; 
such, for example, as the relation between the extent of 
the penetration of the water inland and its width, the 
degree of usefulness for municipal purposes, the 
necessity of exclusive use as a means of defence to the 
vital interests of the country. And the grounds thus 
alleged must have commended themselves to the 
nations of the world, so as to lead to acquiescence in 
the claim”

Proceedings in the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries Arbitration 

before the Permanent Court of Arbitration



ALLEGED “CONSTITUTIVE ELEMENTS”  
OF THE THEORY OF HISTORIC WATERS

EXERCISE OF AUTHORITY 
It coincides with the very nature of a “claim”, irrespective of its reasons. 

It is the most dynamic. 

It must come from a State. 



(continued)

TEMPORAL ELEMENT  
It does not indicate a precise length of time. 

It does not indicate when oppositions must occur to prevent acquiescence. 

It seems to imply both ”long usage” and “continuity”. 

It is the most subjective. 

It matters only after publicity. 

Tempus enim ex suapte natura vim nulla effectricem habet. 
                
      GROTIUS



(continued)

ACQUIESCENCE  
It is the most important. 

It is not clear whom it should come from, nor how. 

The effects of a late opposition are not clear. 



PARADOXES  
OF THE THEORY OF HISTORIC WATERS 

Historic waters reverse the progress achieved in the law of the sea:

sea “possessed” against sea “measured” 



(continued) 

Historic waters are particularly resistant to codification. 
However, allowing an exception to the rules, they allowed the reaching of 

consensus around those same rules. 

“la théorie des «eaux historiques», de quelque nom qu’on la désigne, est 

une théorie nécessaire; elle joue en quelque sorte le rôle de soupape de 
sureté en matière de délimitation des espaces maritimes; la repousser serait 
ruiner la possibilité d’aboutir à des règles générales sure cette matière du 
droit international public maritime”

GIDEL, Le droit international public de la mer, 1932-1934



(continued) 

Who invented the new theory of 
historic waters? 

 



(continued) 

PART XV PART II





RESILIENCE OF THE UNCLOS? 

HISTORIC RIGHTS HISTORIC BAYS AND TITLES 
(HISTORIC WATERS) 

“it seems clear that the matter continues to be governed by general 
international law which does not provide for a single ‘régime’ 
for ‘historic bays’, but only for a particular régime for each of 
the concrete, recognized cases of ‘historic waters’ or ‘historic 

bays’” 
Continental Shelf case (Tunisia/Libya, 1982) 


